INTRODUCTION {#sec1-1}
============

Pancreatic cystic neoplasms (PCN) comprise 10--15% of all pancreatic cystic lesions and approximately 1% of pancreatic neoplasms.\[[@ref1][@ref2][@ref3][@ref4][@ref5]\] PCN can broadly be divided into mucinous lesions, including intraductal papillary mucinous neoplasms (IPMN) and mucinous cystic neoplasms (MCN), and nonmucinous lesions, which encompass serous cystic neoplasms (SCN), solid pseudopapillary neoplasms (SPN), and cystic pancreatic endocrine neoplasms (CPEN).\[[@ref1][@ref6][@ref7][@ref8]\] In the Western hemisphere, the majority of PCN are serous cystadenomas (SCA) (32--39%), MCN (10--45%), and IPMN (21--33%).\[[@ref6][@ref9]\] Symptomatic patients with PCN may present with jaundice, chronic abdominal pain, and recurrent pancreatitis (if obstruction is present), along with nonspecific symptoms of back pain, weight loss, anorexia, nausea, and vomiting.\[[@ref8]\]

IMAGING {#sec1-2}
=======

Pancreatic cysts can be assessed with multiple imaging modalities, including CT and MRI, but these techniques are inconsistent, with variable accuracy ranging from 20% to 80%.\[[@ref10]\] While endoscopic ultrasound (EUS) provides quality images, it has relatively low sensitivity and specificity in differentiating mucinous from nonmucinous cystic lesions, noted to be 56% and 45%, respectively, in one study.\[[@ref11]\] Multiple studies have suggested positron emission tomography (PET-CT) to have a sensitivity of 92--100%, specificity of 87--100%, and accuracy of 94--96% in distinguishing benign from malignant IPMN.\[[@ref12][@ref13][@ref14]\] However, due to higher cost, possible false negative results in borderline areas, and possible false positive results in areas of post-biopsy changes and pancreatitis, there is not sufficient data to support the routine use of PET-CT in this manner.\[[@ref15]\]

CYST FLUID STUDIES {#sec1-3}
==================

Endoscopic ultrasound-guided cyst aspiration can be used to assist in diagnosis through the evaluation of cytology, tumor markers (carcinoembryonic antigen \[CEA\], carbohydrate antigen \[CA\] 72-4, CA 19-9), amylase, and DNA analysis \[[Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}\].
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CYTOLOGY {#sec1-4}
========

Cytology generally tends to show a high specificity but low sensitivity for detection of malignancy or differentiating mucinous from nonmucinous lesions. In a study of 45 patients, Moparty *et al*. obtained a sensitivity and specificity of 100% and 89%, respectively, for the detection of malignancy with EUS-guided fine needle aspiration (FNA).\[[@ref2]\] However, other studies have reported sensitivities of only 27--50%.\[[@ref16][@ref17]\] For the distinction of mucinous from nonmucinous lesions with cytology, studies have shown sensitivity of 35--43%, specificity of 83--96%, and accuracy of 58--59%.\[[@ref11][@ref18]\]

CARCINOEMBRYONIC ANTIGEN {#sec1-5}
========================

Cyst fluid CEA level is considered the most accurate tumor marker for diagnosis of mucinous cystic lesions.\[[@ref19]\] However, there is controversy over the appropriate cut-off for CEA levels. In a study of 442 patients, Snozek *et al*. concluded that an optimal cut-off was 30 ng/mL, with values \>30 ng/mL revealing 79% sensitivity, 73% specificity, and 84% positive predictive value (PPV) for diagnosis of MCN.\[[@ref20]\] In a study of 450 patients, van der Waaij *et al*. revealed that CEA levels below 5 ng/mL suggested a SCA or pseudocyst (PC) with 50% sensitivity and 95% specificity.\[[@ref21]\] A CEA level \<4 ng/mL has been shown to have a 100% sensitivity and 93% specificity for differentiating SCA from mucinous cystadenomas (MCA), mucinous cystadenocarcinomas (MCAC), and PC.\[[@ref22]\] The Cooperative Pancreatic Cyst Study reported that a CEA cut-off of ≥192 ng/mL had a 73% sensitivity, 84% specificity, and 79% accuracy in distinguishing mucinous from nonmucinous lesions.\[[@ref11]\] A CEA level ≥480 ng/mL combined with viscosity \>1.6 has also been shown to accurately predict mucinous cysts.\[[@ref10]\] Higher levels of CEA (i.e. \>800 n/mL) have revealed 94% PPV, 98% specificity, 48% sensitivity, and 79% accuracy in differentiating MCA or MCAC from SCA or PC.\[[@ref21]\] One limitation of CEA is that although a high CEA level may predict the presence of a mucinous lesion, it cannot distinguish between MCN versus IPMN.\[[@ref7]\] In addition, CEA cannot be used to distinguish between malignant and benign IPMN lesions.\[[@ref23]\] However, the study by Snozek *et al*. suggested that CA 19-9 level of \<8000 U/mL with a CEA ≥30 ng/mL can be helpful in the diagnosis of IPMN.\[[@ref20]\]

AMYLASE {#sec1-6}
=======

The presence of amylase in a cyst is indicative of communication with the pancreatic duct (PD), and thus, SCA and MCA often have low amylase levels.\[[@ref7]\] Cyst fluid amylase levels \<250 U/L have been shown to have sensitivity of 44% and specificity of 98% in diagnosis of either SCA, MCA, or MCAC, and can be used to exclude PC.\[[@ref21]\] While high levels of amylase are seen in IPMN, one study has shown that cyst fluid amylase levels cannot be used to distinguish MCN from branch-duct (BD)-IPMN.\[[@ref24]\]

CARBOHYDRATE ANTIGEN 19-9 AND CARBOHYDRATE ANTIGEN 72-4 {#sec1-7}
=======================================================

A study of 113 patients utilizing a CA 19-9 cut-off value of \>50,000 U/mL to distinguish mucinous cysts from other cystic lesions showed a 15% sensitivity and 81% specificity but an 86% sensitivity and 85% specificity in differentiating cystadenocarcinoma from other cystic lesions.\[[@ref25]\] A CA 19-9 level\<37 U/mL has shown a 98% specificity in detection of a PC or SCA, but only 19% sensitivity and 46% accuracy.\[[@ref21]\] A CA 72-4 level\>40 U /mL has been shown to have a 63% sensitivity and 98% specificity in distinguishing MCA and MCAC from SCA and PC.\[[@ref22]\]

DNA ANALYSIS {#sec1-8}
============

In the PANDA study, there was a specificity of 96% but only 37% sensitivity for the presence of malignancy in a cyst with the presence of a high-amplitude KRAS mutation, followed by allelic loss in cyst fluid.\[[@ref26]\] An optimal approach may be combining CEA levels with molecular analysis, with one study reporting 100% sensitivity in the differentiation of mucinous from nonmucinous cysts.\[[@ref27]\] One study has investigated the combination of KRAS and GNAS testing. In cases of IPMN, 66% contained a GNAS mutation, 81% KRAS, and 51% both GNAS and KRAS. With MCN, 33% contained KRAS mutations and none had any GNAS mutations. No GNAS or KRAS mutations were found in SCA.\[[@ref28]\] In the same study, combining GNAS and KRAS mutations from cyst fluid showed a sensitivity of 96% and specificity of 100% in distinguishing IPMN from SCA, with no SCAs having either mutation.\[[@ref28]\] MicroRNA and cytokines are also being explored in the evaluation of PCN.\[[@ref19]\]

NEEDLE-BASED CONFOCAL LASER ENDOMICROSCOPY {#sec1-9}
==========================================

Needle-based confocal laser endomicroscopy (nCLE) is an emerging technique performed during EUS-FNA that allows real-time imaging of the internal structures of pancreatic cystic lesions. In the INSPECT pilot study, Konda *et al*. showed that nCLE has a sensitivity of 59%, specificity of 100%, PPV of 100%, and negative predictive value (NPV) of 50% when used to identify PCN based on the presence of epithelial villous structures.\[[@ref29]\] In the CONTACT study by Napoléon *et al*., a superficial vascular network pattern was used to identify SCA with a sensitivity of 69%, specificity of 100%, PPV of 100%, NPV of 82%, and accuracy of 87%.\[[@ref30]\]

SEROUS CYSTIC NEOPLASMS {#sec1-10}
=======================

Serous cystadenomas are benign, slow-growing tumors that are most common in women (75%)\[[@ref7][@ref31]\] in the sixth decade of life.\[[@ref6][@ref32]\] They account for approximately 16% of resected pancreatic cystic tumors\[[@ref31]\] and are most common in the body or tail of the pancreas,\[[@ref6][@ref8]\] but can involve the entire organ.\[[@ref31]\] Up to 90% of patients with von Hippel--Lindau syndrome have been reported to develop SCN.\[[@ref6]\]

DIAGNOSIS {#sec1-11}
=========

SCNs are usually \<5 cm in diameter (median size of 25--30 mm),\[[@ref32]\] but can be as large as 25 cm\[[@ref5]\] and appear macroscopically as small cysts with a stellate scar.\[[@ref32]\] The cells are lined by a glycogen-rich cuboidal epithelium,\[[@ref6][@ref8][@ref9]\] have clear cytoplasm with well-delineated borders, do not produce mucin,\[[@ref32]\] and do not communicate with the PD.\[[@ref6]\] Depending on their degree of dysplasia, they can be classified as either SCA or serous cystadenocarcinoma (SCAC).\[[@ref6]\]

Serous cystadenomas can be divided into polycystic, honeycomb, and oligocystic/macrocystic forms. The polycystic form is most common (70%), and is represented by a collection (usually \>6) of small cysts, generally \<2 cm in size.\[[@ref5][@ref33]\] On CT, a central fibrous scar with calcification can be seen in up to 30% of these lesions and is pathognomonic for SCNs.\[[@ref5][@ref6][@ref34]\] Microcysts can appear solid or show macrocavity, which can lead to confusion of these tumors with MCN. MCN, however, are usually unilocular or multilocular and have a small number of discrete compartments.\[[@ref9]\] The honeycomb pattern is seen in 20% of patients and has multiple subcentimeter cysts that appear as solid masses on CT and maintain high signal intensity on T2-weighted MRI.\[[@ref33]\] The oligocystic (macrocystic) pattern is the least common (\<10%) and can be difficult to distinguish from MCN based on MRI or CT.\[[@ref6][@ref32][@ref34]\] The presence of 3 or more of the following criteria on CT scan has been shown to have a 100% specificity in differentiating macrocystic SCA from MCN and PC: (1) location within the pancreatic head, (2) lobulated contour of the cyst wall, (3) cyst wall thickness of \<2 mm, and (4) absence of cyst wall enhancement.\[[@ref35]\] On EUS, SCNs will appear as small, anechoic cystic lesions with thin septations,\[[@ref6]\] may have calcification of central septae,\[[@ref34]\] and have a honeycomb appearance with several \<3 mm cysts.\[[@ref36]\] Fluid from SCAs typically has a low level of CEA, usually \<5 ng/mL (specificity 95%) \[[Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}\].\[[@ref31]\]

MANAGEMENT {#sec1-12}
==========

Malignant transformation of a SCA (into SCAC) is extremely rare, with approximately 30 reported cases in the literature as of 2014.\[[@ref37]\] Thus, current guidelines only recommend surgical resection for size \>4 cm (although some surgeons may not operate just for size \>4 cm in the absence of symptoms or suspicion for malignancy), presence of symptoms, and uncertainty about the true nature of the cystic lesion.\[[@ref6][@ref34][@ref38]\] Patients with the oligocystic/macrocystic variety and/or a history of nonpancreatic malignancies are more likely to have significant tumor growth requiring a resection in the future.\[[@ref38]\] Follow-up imaging for asymptomatic, nonresected patients is suggested within 3--6 months.\[[@ref37][@ref39]\] There is debate regarding surveillance imaging beyond this point.\[[@ref37]\] Although consensus guidelines have suggested follow-up for these patients on a semi-annual or annual basis,\[[@ref38][@ref40]\] some studies support follow-up after 2 years.\[[@ref38]\] In patients who have had surgical resection, postoperative surveillance is unnecessary\[[@ref40]\] unless histology showed SCAC.\[[@ref37]\]

CYSTIC PANCREATIC ENDOCRINE NEOPLASM {#sec1-13}
====================================

Cystic pancreatic endocrine neoplasms account for approximately 8% of resected PCN\[[@ref31][@ref41]\] and 10--15% of resected pancreatic neuroendocrine tumors.\[[@ref31]\] Most are found incidentally and are nonfunctioning. They occur equally in men and women, are usually diagnosed at 60--70 years of age,\[[@ref31]\] and are more frequently located in the body and tail of the pancreas.\[[@ref8]\] They are more common in patients with multiple endocrine neoplasia type I (MEN-1),\[[@ref31][@ref42]\] with one study finding MEN-I to be 3.5 times more likely in CPEN than in solid tumors.\[[@ref42]\]

DIAGNOSIS {#sec1-14}
=========

On imaging, the lesions may have a hypervascular rim (77%)\[[@ref31][@ref43]\] and may contain septations or a solid component.\[[@ref31][@ref44]\] On ultrasound, there will be a well-circumscribed, uniform wall around areas of cystic degeneration and a less uniform wall around areas of necrosis.\[[@ref45]\] On MRI, the peripheral rim will be moderately hyperintense on fat-saturated T2-weighted images, and hypointense on fat-saturated T1-weighted imaging.\[[@ref45]\]

If characteristic imaging findings are not present or if a preoperative diagnosis is necessary, EUS with FNA may be useful.\[[@ref44]\] Fluid aspiration will reveal low levels of CEA.\[[@ref7][@ref31]\] Cytology will reveal minimal cytoplasm and monomorphic nuclei with "salt-and-pepper" chromatin \[[Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}\].\[[@ref8][@ref9]\] Immunohistochemical (IHC) staining for chromogranin and synaptophysin is frequently seen,\[[@ref7][@ref44]\] and in one study, cytologic diagnosis was possible in approximately 80% of cases.\[[@ref44]\] Cyst fluid studies of amylase or CA 19-9 have not proven to be helpful.\[[@ref44]\]

MANAGEMENT {#sec1-15}
==========

Similar to other endocrine pancreatic tumors, malignancy may be difficult to determine, even with biopsy or gross examination during surgery.\[[@ref31]\] Although these lesions are indolent in nature, they are considered premalignant, and surgery is recommended for appropriate candidates, especially with lesions \>2 cm in size.\[[@ref8]\] Some authors recommend surgical resection for all patients, with overall excellent prognosis.\[[@ref31][@ref44]\] In one study, the 1-year and 5-year survival after resection were 97% and 87%, respectively.\[[@ref42]\]

MUCINOUS CYSTIC NEOPLASMS {#sec1-16}
=========================

Although MCN can be benign, they are most commonly premalignant or malignant,\[[@ref1]\] and represent approximately 25% of resected PCN.\[[@ref31]\] They are more common in women (\>95%)\[[@ref31][@ref37]\] and are usually located in the distal pancreas (\>95%),\[[@ref31]\] with a peak incidence in the fifth decade.\[[@ref6][@ref37]\] They usually grow to a size of 8--10 cm, but can be as large as 25 cm.\[[@ref5][@ref46]\] The World Health Organization has classified MCN into three stages: Benign (adenomatous), low-grade malignant (borderline), and malignant (carcinoma *in situ* and invasive).\[[@ref9]\] In one study of 168 patients, 72% had adenomas, 10.5% borderline neoplasms, 5.5% carcinoma *in situ*, and 12% invasive carcinoma. In this study, factors associated with malignancy included presence of nodules and a diameter ≥60 mm.\[[@ref47]\]

DIAGNOSIS {#sec1-17}
=========

Histologically, MCN are lined by mucin-secreting columnar epithelial cells.\[[@ref6][@ref48]\] A dense, ovarian-like stroma is a finding unique to MCN;\[[@ref6][@ref8][@ref9][@ref31]\] it was seen in 76% of cases in one series,\[[@ref49]\] and some authors consider it a prerequisite for diagnosis of MCN.\[[@ref6][@ref50]\] MCN often resemble IPMN; however, unlike IPMN, they have an ovarian stroma and often lack communication with the pancreatic ductal system.\[[@ref6][@ref8][@ref9][@ref51]\] Additionally, unlike BD-IPMN, they are always single lesions.\[[@ref31][@ref47]\]

On CT imaging, they appear as large cysts with thin septae that are best seen with intravenous contrast.\[[@ref6]\] They may have lamellated calcifications peripherally, whereas SCN often have central, stellate calcifications.\[[@ref6]\] In 15% of cases, peripheral eggshell calcifications may be found on CT,\[[@ref9][@ref46]\] and this finding indicates an increased likelihood of invasive cystadenocarcinoma.\[[@ref5]\] Other imaging findings that are associated with invasive carcinoma include papillary invaginations, an eccentrically located mass in a cystic area, large size (usually \>2 or 3 cm), a recognizable pericystic mass/reaction, wall or septal/papillary enhancement, local invasion of adjacent vascular structures, associated metastatic lesions, extrahepatic biliary obstruction, and/or splenic venous occlusion.\[[@ref5][@ref46][@ref52]\] On MRI, MCN have high signal intensity on T2-weighted images.\[[@ref6]\] In one series, all malignant MCN either had nodules or were \>4 cm, with a malignancy rate of 17.5%.\[[@ref31][@ref47]\]

On EUS, the cysts appear as thin-walled, septated fluid-filled cavities. A recent meta-analysis of 376 patients who underwent EUS-FNA cytology and histopathological diagnosis showed a sensitivity and specificity of 63% and 88%, respectively, in diagnosing pancreatic MCN.\[[@ref1]\] Cyst fluid studies will have high CEA due to secretion of mucin, but fluid studies cannot necessarily be used to distinguish them from IPMN.\[[@ref6]\] Additional fluid characteristics include high CEA and low amylase levels \[[Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}\].\[[@ref45]\]

Because MCN usually do not communicate with the PD, endoscopic retrograde cholangiopancreatography is rarely performed,\[[@ref6]\] but can be used to distinguish MCN from BD-IPMN.\[[@ref46]\] Another distinguishing factor is that while MCN are more common among middle-aged women and are more often located in the pancreatic tail, side-branch IPMN are more common in older men and are more frequently located in the proximal pancreas.\[[@ref15]\] EUS findings associated with malignant MCN include size \>4 cm, cyst wall irregularity and thickening, septal thickening, intracystic solid regions, presence of wall calcification, PD dilation, presence of collateral vessels, and the presence of a frank mass or mural nodules.\[[@ref46]\]

MANAGEMENT {#sec1-18}
==========

Observation may be considered in elderly patients,\[[@ref47][@ref49][@ref53]\] especially those with lesions \<3 cm and no intramural nodules.\[[@ref47][@ref49]\] However, because the natural history of MCN is still unknown and most patients are relatively young (and thus have a risk of progression to invasive MCN), surgical resection is recommended for all patients who are surgically fit and have no contraindications.\[[@ref32][@ref47][@ref53]\] Because most MCN are located in the body or tail of the pancreas, distal pancreatectomy is often the procedure of choice, and has been safely performed at high-volume centers.\[[@ref47][@ref53]\] Studies have reported a 5-year survival of 94.7--100% in patients with noninvasive MCN and 57--62.5% in those with invasive MCN.\[[@ref47][@ref48]\] In patients with invasive carcinoma, disease recurrence ranges from 37% to 83% at 5 years.\[[@ref37][@ref47]\]

After surgical resection, patients without tissue invasion probably do not need follow-up imaging.\[[@ref46][@ref53]\] However, those with invasion are recommended to get repeat CT or MRI every 6 months to assess for local recurrence and distant metastases.\[[@ref15][@ref46]\]

INTRADUCTAL PAPILLARY MUCINOUS NEOPLASM {#sec1-19}
=======================================

IPMN are cystic lesions of the pancreas lined by intraductal dysplastic epithelium, which secrete excessive mucin, causing cystic dilation of the PDs. IPMNs are characterized by ductal involvement, which distinguishes them from MCNs. IPMNs can be divided into three types: Main-duct IPMN (MD-IPMN), BD-IPMN, and mixed IPMN. MD involvement is defined by segmental or diffuse dilation of the main PD to \>5 mm in the absence of obstruction. This definition reflects the changes in the Fukuoka Guidelines from 2012 (International consensus guidelines for the management of IPMN and MCN of the pancreas), where PD dilation to \>5 mm (previously \>10 mm) can be used to characterize MD-IPMN, as this increases the sensitivity and maintains the specificity of radiologic diagnosis.\[[@ref50][@ref53][@ref54][@ref55][@ref56][@ref57][@ref58][@ref59][@ref60]\] BD-IPMNs are cystic lesions which connect to the MD, and are not PC. Mixed IPMN show features of both MD-IPMN and BD-IPMN.

IPMN usually occur in the seventh decade of life and occur more frequently in males, with the highest male to female ratio of 3:1 seen in the Asian population.\[[@ref31]\] IPMNs can be present throughout the pancreas but most often are confined to the pancreatic head (\>50% of the time).\[[@ref60]\] BD-IPMNs can be isolated lesions or larger collections of pancreatic cysts; 21--41% of those with BD-IPMNs have multi-focal disease, with \>2 cysts of various sizes throughout the pancreas.\[[@ref31][@ref53][@ref57][@ref61]\] Common symptoms of IPMN at presentation include abdominal pain, weight loss, jaundice, and acute pancreatitis, which are more frequently seen with MD-IPMN/mixed IPMN than BD-IPMN.\[[@ref60][@ref62]\] BD-IPMN is usually asymptomatic and incidentally found, but sometimes can cause pancreatitis symptoms.

With regard to risk factors for IPMN, a recent study showed that a history of diabetes (especially with prior insulin use), chronic pancreatitis, and family history of pancreatic adenocarcinoma may increase risk of IPMN development.\[[@ref63]\]

Overall, BD-IPMNs are more indolent, with mean frequency of malignancy and invasive carcinoma around 25% and 18%, respectively, compared with 61% and 43% in MD-IPMN, respectively.\[[@ref53][@ref56][@ref57][@ref58][@ref59][@ref60][@ref61][@ref64][@ref65][@ref66][@ref67][@ref68][@ref69][@ref70][@ref71][@ref72][@ref73][@ref74][@ref75][@ref76]\]

It is thought that the histologic subtype of the papillary component of IPMNs may affect its malignant potential.\[[@ref77][@ref78][@ref79]\] Gastric-type histology is seen more commonly in BD-IPMNs and is associated with more benign behavior; however, if tubular adenocarcinoma arises from gastric-type mucosa, it is associated with a very poor prognosis. Intestinal-type histology is found more frequently in MD-IPMN and is associated with intermediate to high risk of dysplasia; it is therefore thought to cause more aggressive disease than gastric-type histology.\[[@ref80][@ref81][@ref82]\] However, colloid carcinoma, which develops in the setting of intestinal-type IPMN, has a better prognosis than tubular adenocarcinoma arising from gastric-type mucosa. Of all the histologic subtypes, pancreaticobiliary histology is most likely to be seen in invasive cancer arising from IPMN. However, there is still debate if histologic subtype actually affects disease-specific survival.\[[@ref78][@ref79][@ref81]\]

DIAGNOSIS AND MANAGEMENT {#sec1-20}
========================

Imaging studies for further work-up of possible MD-IPMN or BD-IPMN include gadolinium-enhanced MRI with magnetic resonance cholangiopancreatography (MRCP) or CT pancreatic protocol, although recent studies have shown that a dedicated MRI is preferred secondary to superior contrast resolution, which aids in delineating septae, nodules, and duct communication.\[[@ref83]\] Dedicated pancreatic imaging should be performed when standard imaging notes presence of a pancreatic cystic lesion \>1 cm. Detection of a hypo-attenuating region by CT in a case of suspected IPMN may indicate a malignant lesion.\[[@ref84]\]

To determine further management of suspected IPMNs after initial evaluation with CT or MRI (i.e., surgical resection, further evaluation with EUS, or surveillance), the 2012 Fukuoka Guidelines should be utilized. Previous Sendai Consensus Guidelines of 2006 recommended surgical resection of suspected MD-IPMN when PD diameter was \>10 mm. These guidelines also recommended resection of suspected BD-IPMN with cyst size \>3 cm or cyst size \<3 cm and presence of mural nodules, dilation of the main PD \>6 mm, symptoms attributable to the cyst, and positive cytology.\[[@ref50]\] These guidelines were revised and expanded in 2012 (and now called Fukuoka Guidelines), with characterization of certain IPMN cyst characteristics as "high-risk stigmata" or "worrisome features" to aid in management of IPMNs, particularly BD-IPMNs.\[[@ref53]\] Using the Fukuoka Guidelines, "high-risk stigmata" include presence of pancreatic head mass (with resulting obstructive jaundice), enhancing solid component, and main PD \>10 mm. Given the increased risk of malignant IPMN, these lesions should be surgically resected. "Worrisome features" include cyst size of \>3 cm, main PD size of 5--9 mm, thickened enhanced cyst walls, presence of nonenhancing mural nodules, lymphadenopathy, and distal pancreatic atrophy with abrupt change in caliber of the PD.\[[@ref55][@ref57][@ref58][@ref61][@ref66][@ref71][@ref76]\] Suspected IPMNs with cyst size \>3 cm without "worrisome features" or cyst size \<3 cm with other "worrisome features" warrant further investigation with EUS to evaluate for concerning features such as definite mural nodule and evidence of MD involvement. In addition, FNA with cytology should be performed during EUS to rule-out malignancy. According to one meta-analysis, EUS-FNA accurately diagnosed IPMNs 72% of the time.\[[@ref1]\] Furthermore, intraductal ultrasound appears to be useful in differentiating invasive IPMNs from benign lesions but is not routinely used.\[[@ref85]\] A recent study by Lee *et al*. showed that an EUS scoring system using pancreatic cyst size, height of mural nodules, MD dilation, septal thickening, and patulous orifice was more accurate at predicting malignancy than the Sendai Consensus Guidelines.\[[@ref86]\]

It should be noted that the finding of "high-grade atypical epithelial cells" on FNA can also be a sensitive predictor of malignancy and in one study, was considered a more accurate predictor of malignancy than "positive" cytology.\[[@ref87]\] In general, IPMNs will have clear viscous fluid (positive "string sign") and elevated CEA \>192 (reflective of a mucinous neoplasm, not malignancy) in the cyst fluid analysis; in addition, extracellular mucin can be noted.\[[@ref19]\] These features are seen with both MCN and IPMNs.

Cyst fluid markers that may predict malignancy are being evaluated. It appears that GNAS mutations may predict progression to invasive cancer in IPMNs.\[[@ref28]\] A recent study by Sadot *et al*. found that higher levels of tumor-associated neutrophils as well as cyst fluid inflammatory proteins (interferon-gamma, tissue inhibitor of metalloproteinase-1, macrophage inhibitory factor, tumour necrosis factor-alpha, and matrix metalloproteinase-9) were associated with higher grades of dysplasia.\[[@ref88]\]

There have also been several studies evaluating the use of pancreatic juice cytology to detect malignancy. One study by Ohtsuka *et al*. showed good sensitivity and specificity for detection of malignancy, especially in suspected IPMNs with "worrisome features."\[[@ref89]\] Another study by Hirono *et al*. showed that pancreatic juice CEA level \>30 was an independent predictor for malignancy for BD-IPMN.\[[@ref90]\]

A recent study evaluating peroral pancreatoscopy (SpyGlass) for assessment of IPMN with MD involvement revealed poor sensitivity but 100% specificity of direct visualization biopsies for detecting malignancies; however, irrigation cytology had 100% sensitivity and specificity for detecting malignancy.\[[@ref91]\] This may be a potential tool for further characterizing suspected IPMNs.

There have been many studies evaluating the utility of the Sendai Consensus Guidelines and Fukuoka Guidelines for management of IPMN, often with incongruous results. A recent meta-analysis by Goh *et al*. showed that the Sendai Consensus Guidelines had a low PPV (11--52%) but a high NPV (90--100%) for predicting malignancy in BD-IPMN.\[[@ref92]\] Another meta-analysis evaluating the 2006 Sendai Consensus Guidelines showed that cyst features proposed by the guidelines for resection of IPMN were highly associated with malignancy, with cyst size \>3 cm associated most strongly with malignant IPMN. This conclusion differs somewhat from the findings of a meta-analysis by Kim *et al*. which showed that the presence of mural nodules in a suspected BD-IPMN is highly suspicious for malignancy, whereas cyst size \>3 cm, MPD dilation, and thick wall/septum are weaker indicators of malignancy.\[[@ref93][@ref94]\] Other studies have shown that a fair number of "Sendai negative" IPMNs can harbor malignancy and that these lesions can be undertreated if the guidelines are followed too closely.\[[@ref68][@ref95][@ref96][@ref97]\] Another recent study showed that the "high-risk" features of the Fukuoka Guidelines correlated significantly with the grade of malignancy of BD-IPMNs, but the "worrisome features" did not correlate with the malignant grade of BD-IPMNs.\[[@ref98]\] Other proposed high-risk factors to aid in identification of malignant BD-IPMNs include rapidly increasing cyst size, mural nodule \>10 mm in height, and "high-grade atypical epithelial cells" in place of "positive" cytology, as was previously discussed.\[[@ref87][@ref99]\]

Given that radiologic studies cannot always predict which IPMNs will be malignant, many studies have been done to identify markers that can distinguish between high-grade and low-grade lesions. The Notch signaling pathway has been associated with malignant transformation of IPMN. Ishikawa *et al*. showed that Notch pathway epithelial--mesenchymal transition transcription factors Twist and BMI1 expression were significantly higher in resected IPMNs with high-grade dysplasia and invasive carcinoma than in those with low-grade dysplasia.\[[@ref100]\] Ikemoto *et al*. showed that disease-free survival was significantly worse in Notch 1 high-expression IPMNs, and that Notch 2 family expressions were higher in intraductal papillary mucinous carcinoma than in intraductal papillary mucinous adenoma.\[[@ref101]\] Further studies are needed to further elucidate which signaling pathways are involved with malignant transformation of IPMN and to discover serum, cyst fluid, and tumor markers that can predict which IPMNs are malignant.

If concerning features are noted on EUS, surgical resection of the pancreatic lesion should be performed. On the other hand, if concerning features are absent, follow-up surveillance is determined by cyst size. However, factors such as age, operative risk, location of IPMN, and comorbidities should also be considered when determining management of IPMN.\[[@ref31][@ref102]\] Importantly, BD-IPMNs occur mostly in the elderly population and are less likely to be malignant or invasive compared with MD-IPMNs. Based on Fukuoka guidelines, BD-IPMNs \<2 cm in size without "worrisome features" on MRI/MRCP or EUS can be monitored with surveillance imaging. BD-IPMN \<1 cm in size should be followed-up with CT/MRI in 2--3 years, and BD-IPMNs that are 1--2 cm should be followed with yearly imaging for 2 years. BD-IPMNs that are 2--3 cm should be followed by EUS in 3--6 months, with consideration for surgical resection in younger (\<65 years old) healthy patients given lifetime cumulative malignancy risk. BD-IPMNs \>3 cm should be surgically resected in young, healthy patients or be followed with EUS or MRI every 3--6 months initially, with lengthened intervals thereafter.\[[@ref53]\]

On the other hand, MD-IPMNs are more likely to harbor malignancy and have low 5-year survival rates, so surgically fit patients should undergo resection. However, it is unclear if those with main PD dilation to 5--9 mm ("worrisome features") need immediate surgery. Preoperative cytology and serum CA 19-9 levels may also be helpful in predicting malignant MD-IPMNs and need for surgery.\[[@ref103]\]

The goal of surgical resection for IPMNs is complete resection with negative margins. If resection margins are positive for dysplasia (particularly high-grade dysplasia), further pancreatic resection should be performed until resection margins are negative. Standard resection surgeries for invasive IPMNs include: pancreatoduodenectomy, distal pancreatectomy, or total pancreatectomy (depending on the site and extent of disease) with lymph node dissection; more extensive pancreatic surgery can lead to brittle diabetes and exocrine insufficiency. Therefore, those BD-IPMNs presumed not to be invasive (i.e., those with mural nodules \<5 mm in height, MD dilation \<10 mm, or absence of solid mass) can be treated with parenchyma-sparing resections, including central pancreatectomy, enucleation, or uncinatectomy; however, these procedures may be associated with higher risk of mucin leakage with development of pseudomyxoma peritonei, pancreatic fistula formation, and residual disease. These parenchyma-sparing procedures have been shown to preserve pancreatic endocrine/exocrine function and can have good long-term outcomes (10-year progression-free survival of 76%, with only 4% need for reoperation of recurrent lesions in one study).\[[@ref104]\] Multifocal BD-IPMN may require total pancreatectomy, although segmental resection is an option for multifocal disease restricted to a particular region of the pancreas or multifocal disease with the highest risk lesions confined to a particular pancreatic region.

With regard to surgical management of MD-IPMN, the segmental ectatic type or diffuse type with focal lesions can be treated with proximal or distal pancreatectomy, depending on the location of the lesion. On the other hand, MD-IPMN with diffuse dilation should be treated with right pancreatectomy, as it is easier to extend the resection bed to ensure negative margins.

For those who are not surgical candidates or elect to forego surgery but have "high risk stigmata," follow-up MRI/MRCP should be done every 3--6 months. One study evaluating "Sendai positive" IPMNs which were not resected showed that that the median overall survival in this cohort was 52 months, with 5-year overall survival of 35% and 5-year disease-specific survival of 48%; only MD involvement was associated with worse disease-specific survival.\[[@ref105]\]

After surgical resection, those with known remaining IPMN should be followed with MRI/MRCP every 3--9 months. For those with negative margins after surgical resection (i.e., normal pancreatic tissue or nondysplastic changes at the resection margin) without remaining lesions, surveillance evaluations can be done 2 and 5 years after resection. On the other hand, for those with noninvasive IPMN after surgery (i.e. remaining low, moderate, or high-grade dysplasia), surveillance MRI twice per year should be done.

IPMN recurrence rate in the first 5 years after surgical resection is between 0% and 20%. In general, noninvasive disease has a 5-year disease-specific survival approaching 100%, while invasive disease has a 5-year survival most commonly reported around 60% (range: 31--65%).\[[@ref60][@ref67][@ref69][@ref76][@ref106]\] For noninvasive resected IPMNs, family history of pancreatic cancer may be a risk factor for development of new or progressive IPMN. According to one study, the 5-year overall survival rate for MD-IPMN post-resection was around 70% with disease-specific survival rate of 83%. Size/type of invasive component, lymph node positivity, and positive resection margin were the most important predictors for survival and recurrence.\[[@ref107]\] Another study showed a post-resection IPMN recurrence rate of 10.7% (median follow-up of 44 months) with overall 5-year disease-free survival of 78.9%; pathologic grade of dysplasia was the most important predictor of recurrence and was inversely related to disease-free survival.\[[@ref108]\]

Finally, it should be noted that there is a 20--30% occurrence of extrapancreatic malignancy in patients with IPMNs, including GI, skin, breast, renal cell, thyroid, and prostate malignancies.\[[@ref109]\] However, at this time, there are no guidelines regarding special screening for extrapancreatic malignancies outside of standard screening for patients with IPMN.

The present guidelines include recent information and recommendations based on our current understanding, and highlight issues that remain controversial and areas where further research is required.\[[@ref53]\]

SOLID PSEUDOPAPILLARY NEOPLASMS {#sec1-21}
===============================

SPNs are uncommon cystic lesions of the pancreas, accounting for \<4% of resected pancreatic cystic lesions. They have a gender predilection for females (\>80%) and occur in the third and fourth decades of life.\[[@ref110][@ref111][@ref112]\] SPNs are genetically characterized by activation of beta-catenin and its target genes in the WNT signaling pathway.\[[@ref112][@ref113]\] SPNs can occur throughout the pancreas but usually occur in the pancreatic body or tail, and usually present with nonspecific symptoms such as abdominal discomfort, increased abdominal girth, and poor appetite and nausea from tumor compression of adjacent organs. They usually are discovered incidentally now with the increased use of radiologic assessments.\[[@ref31][@ref114][@ref115]\] Presentation with pancreatitis, jaundice, weight loss, or palpable mass is rare. SPNs appear as large, well-demarcated, solitary, mixed solid and cystic heterogeneous masses. It is thought that these tumors begin as solid masses with poorly supported small vessels; therefore the cells farthest from the vessels undergo swelling and degenerative change, while cells adjacent to the vessels remain intact, resulting in a pseudopapillary pattern and cystic spaces.\[[@ref116]\]

DIAGNOSIS {#sec1-22}
=========

Computed tomography evaluation shows no enhancement of the cystic portions, but slight enhancement of the solid portions in the arterial phase and marked enhancement in the portal venous phase; peripheral arterial enhancement and central calcification can also be seen.\[[@ref110][@ref117]\] Accuracy of EUS with FNA for diagnosis of SPNs is around 69%.\[[@ref118]\] Gross appearance of the tumor reveals a fibrous pseudocapsule, variegated appearance, and variable combinations of solid hemorrhagic and necrotic cystic areas.\[[@ref119]\] Histologic appearance shows discohesive polygonal cells that surround delicate blood vessels and form a solid mass with frequent cystic degeneration and intracystic hemorrhage.\[[@ref115][@ref120]\] IHC studies show positivity for vimentin, CD10, CD56, alpha-1-antitrypsin, and usually Neuron-specific enolase; immunoreactivity for beta-catenin is almost always found.\[[@ref115]\]

MANAGEMENT {#sec1-23}
==========

Although SPNs usually have an indolent course, given the malignant potential of these lesions, patients are usually treated with surgical resection. Surgical management depends on the location of the SPN and includes distal pancreatectomy, central pancreatectomy, local resection, enucleation, and pancreaticoduodenectomy. There is debate about the optimal extent and type of surgery for SPN.\[[@ref120][@ref121]\] The goal of resection is to obtain negative margins. Most patients have localized disease, but 10--15% have metastatic disease.\[[@ref120][@ref122][@ref123]\] Common metastatic sites include the liver, IVC wall, and spleen.\[[@ref114]\] Despite locally aggressive features and even presence of metastatic disease, SPNs have a favorable prognosis. Surgery is the treatment of choice, even for treatment of metastatic lesions and locally recurrent tumors.\[[@ref115][@ref116][@ref124][@ref125]\] There is a \<2% mortality rate associated with surgical resection, and the 5-year survival rate is around 95% after surgical resection.\[[@ref118]\] There is limited data regarding adjuvant chemotherapy or radiotherapy. The mean time to tumor recurrence is 4 years, suggesting that patients should undergo postoperative surveillance for at least 5 years, although no definitive surveillance guidelines exist.\[[@ref118]\] There is some evidence to suggest that male patients, older patients, those with SPNs with atypical histopathology (tumor \> 5 cm, diffuse growth, cellular/nuclear atypia, high mitotic activity, necrosis, or extrapancreatic invasion/metastasis), and those with incomplete resection may have increased mortality and increased risk of recurrence; these patients should be followed more closely.\[[@ref121]\]

CONCLUSION {#sec1-24}
==========

Due to improvements in endoscopic and cross-sectional imaging modalities, we are now able to more quickly and accurately diagnosis pancreatic cystic lesions. These tools are essential to distinguishing benign from malignant lesions, while also determining the potential for malignant transformation. A multidisciplinary approach involving gastroenterologists, surgeons, and radiologists is needed to ensure the most appropriate management for each patient. While new guidelines offer recommendations for identifying higher-risk lesions, each patient must be assessed on a case-by-case basis, and further research is required in areas that remain controversial.
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